
Revelation Lesson 63
The Rainbow and The Throne

Revelation 4:2-3  And immediately I was in the spirit: and, behold, a throne was set in heaven, and
one sat on the throne.  3  And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone: and
there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald.

Last week we overviewed the Rapture in detail. We now journey with John to the 3rd Heaven.

And immediately – The passage we covered last week in 1 Corinthians 15:52 describes what John
experiences here: “In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall
sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.”

J. Vernon McGee said: this regarding the word: “immediately” in that it: “denotes the brevity of
time, which is one of the characteristics of the Rapture. Paul said that we are to be caught up "in a
moment, in the twinkling of an eye.” A twinkling of an eye is pretty brief. Some psychologist has
measured it. He considered the twinkling of an eye to be, not the going down of the eyelid, but the
going up of the eyelid—that is reducing it to a fine point! But he determined that it is 1/1000 of a
second. That is how quick the Rapture is going to be—immediately, straightway, at once.

But this also must show us the reality of the promise found in 2 Corinthians 5:8 “We are confident,
I say, and willing rather to be absent from the body, and to be present with the Lord.”

So John then, after he has heard the summons: “Come Up Hither!” finds himself instantaneously
being moved towards Heaven. Thus he is about to be transported to the 3 rd Heaven, but how? What
is his Time Machine? Observe:

I  was in  the  spirit: -  Some –  well  most  preachers,  look at  this  and say:  “see?  He's  nothing
physically there,  this  is  a vision.” Really? That's  not what  I  see here.  If  this were a vision or
soemthing of that nature, this would seem to indicate that John would be having a type of Out Of
Body Experience (OBE) or Astral Projection of sorts. The Scripture, to my understanding does not
support  such  an  interpretation  here.  The  reason  is,  that  in  the  previous  verse  God  issues  a
command: “COME UP HITHER” and then immediately we see the agency of this, by the time of
transaction “it was immediate” and the methodology: “in the Spirit” The spirit transports John to
the wilderness (Rev.Rev. 17:2) and a great and high mountain (Rev. Rev. 21:10) later in the book.

To those that object to John being transported bodily I show what happened to Enoch in Genesis
5:24  “And Enoch walked with God: and he was not; for God took him.” It is further explained in
Hebrews 11:5 “By faith Enoch was translated that he should not see death; and was not found,
because God had translated him: for before his translation he had this testimony, that he pleased
God.” we can also look at Philip, although he later died (as John did) we note he too was physically
transported in Acts 8:39-40 “And when they were come up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord
caught away Philip, that the eunuch saw him no more: and he went on his way rejoicing.  40  But
Philip was found at  Azotus:  and passing through he preached in all  the cities,  till  he came to
Caesarea.” So don't tell me it can't happen, it can and it did. John was transported by the spirit into
the 3rd Heaven.



J. Vernon McGee says this: “the Holy Spirit is still guiding John into new truth and is showing him
things to come” per John 16:13 “Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you
into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak:
and he will shew you things to come.” Thus we observe that John has physically been transported
by the spirit into the throneroom of the 3rd Heaven. He has come to Headquarters, the nerve center
so-to-speak of the entire universe!

and, behold,  - Again, he's saying now look here. Or if you were here you could “behold” (look
upon, gaze at) this too! But since nobody else came up to Heaven with him we ought to understand
his meaning as: Now see here, pay attention.

a throne was set in heaven, - John focuses on the throne. Tim LaHaye says: The central object of
Heaven is the throne of God. [It is] referred to 8 times in 4:1-6 and 18 times altogether in chapters
4-5. Oliver B. Greene says: “The throne was actually the first vision after John was translated in
the spirit from earth to Heaven.”

and one sat on the throne. All my life I've heard the old saying: “God's still on the throne.” This is
true. Many wonder why does God allow various things to happen. Well, who are we to question the
will and plan of the Almighty King and ruler of the universe!? I think He has a plan developed for
what and how He wants things accomplished. Greene says here: “He who sits upon the throne in
not named, but is described significantly...” Tim LaHaye notes: “Greek does not denote singular or
individual characteristics; instead it refers to a presence on the throne but does not denote how
many.” Well, a young VBS pupil will know that God is a Trinity the three in one and hence we
know that the Triune God is present there. We know from various Scriptures in John 1:18; John
6:46 and 1 Timothy 6:16 that God the Father cannot be seen by us. So when John looks at the
throne he first sees someone there. But as he keeps looking he sees One Who has the appearance of
the colours of 2 stones, we will see what that means and Who that is in a moment.

But before we proceed, I want to point out something that Bro. D. A. Waite touched on in his
commentary on Revelation. Dr. Waite goes into length concerning swearing at this point. He starts
off with reminding us of Matthew 5:34 “But I say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven; for
it is God's throne:” He says: “Does this mean when we say: “For Heaven's sake” that it's swearing?
Yes, that's swearing. Don't swear by Heaven. Don't swear by anything.” We then look at Matthew
23:22 “And he that shall swear by heaven, sweareth by the throne of God, and by him that sitteth
thereon.” Waite continues: “Swearing is rampant in [this nation' as you know. It's a terrible thing to
take God's Name in vain. [Once Oprah said] “Holy Jesus” [and thus there we see] the Name of
Jesus being used to swear. If you swear by Heaven it's as if you're swearing by God Himself.”

We in the South think we're not swearing but we are. I have to check myself at times because I've
heard these (and more) for years and didn't know what I was really saying. Waite says: “The are
such things as “minced oaths.” You don't say “God” but you might use “Gosh” or “Golly.” You
don't  say  Jesus  but  you say  “Gee”  )(this  is  where  Wiate  stops,  I  however  am going to  press
forward). Gee as in the 50s “Gee Willikers” or something like that. You don't say “Damn” but you
say “dang” or “darn.” You don't say “Sh*t” but you say “Shucks” or “Shoot.” You don't say “the F-
word” but you say “Flip.” You don't say “Hell” but you say “Heck.” You don't say: “God D***”
but you say “Dadgummit  or “Gosh Darn It” Folks I've heard all  these from Goofy in Disney
cartoons to Abbott and Costello. Waite rightly says “These are minced oaths They mean the same



thing. We have to be careful of our language.” 

In closing understand this: Waite concludes: “The Lord Jesus Christ will also have a throne upon
this earth, the throne of...David, when he reigns and rules for a thousand years.”

And he that sat – We note in passing that this must refer to God the Father for Scripture says:
Matthew 22:44 “The LORD said unto my Lord,  Sit  thou on my right  hand,  till  I  make thine
enemies thy footstool?” Thus the One sitting on the throne is God the Father. Now the Revelation
Online Commentary makes an interesting point here: “There is only one occasion in Scripture that
records God the Father taking a seat (Daniel 7:9). Daniel describes the Ancient of Days in the
context of the final period of human history, as we know it, taking a seat prior to the judgment of
the little horn.” 

was to look upon like a jasper – McGee says: “John could distinguish no form of a person on the
throne, only the brilliance and brightness of precious stones.  The jasper stone was the last stone
identified in the breastplate of the high priest (see Exodus 28:20). It was first in the foundation of
the New Jerusalem and also the first seen in the wall of the New Jerusalem (see Revelation 21:18-
19). It was a many-colored stone with purple predominating. Some identify it with a diamond. [My
note: I agree with Greene who points out that this stone is clear in colour. This is based upon
Revelation 21:11 “The light was like unto a stone most precious, even like a Jasper sone, clear as
crystal.”] It was in the breastplate of the high priest of Israel, representing little Benjamin whom
Jacob called "the son of my right hand." Perhaps this speaks of Christ as He ascended and took His
place at the right hand of the Father.” To me that is a valid point. 

Greene adds to this the thought: “In Exodus 28, we read of these stones on the breastplate of the
High Priest. The Sardius (the blood-red) stone having to do with Reuben is mentioned first, and the
Jasper stone last. Revelation 4 speaks first of the Jasper stone – the clear, white stone of Benjamin.
(This was a clear stone, speaking of total victory.) This is not to be taken lightly. There is a definite
reason for reversing of the stone, putting the first last and the last first.” We'll see this in our next
point.

and a sardine stone:  -  The sardine stone “was blood red speaking of  the sacrifice  of  blood,
pointing to the Cross and the first coming of Jesus to shed His blood for the remission of sin. The
name is derived from 2 Hebrew words meaning “behold the Son.” It pointed to the Person of
Whom John the Baptist said: “Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin fo the world
(John 1:29). It also tells us that He (the Lord Jesus) was the first born of every creature, and the
first begotten – the ONLY begotten Son of God (John 3:16).”

McGee echoes  much of  what  Greene  has  said:  ”The "sardine stone"  is  the sixth  stone  in  the
foundation of the New Jerusalem (see Revelation 21:20). Pliny says it was discovered in Sardis
from which it derived its name. In color it was a fiery red. The sardine stone was the first stone in
the breastplate of the high priest,  representing the tribe of Reuben, the firstborn of Jacob. And
Christ is the Son of God, the firstborn from the dead.”

Now what does the reversal of the stones imply? Well Greene laid this out very well I thought:
“The first and the last stones pointed forward to the first and second coming of the Great High
Priest – none other than the Lord Jesus Christ. However, here in Revelation 4, the order of the



stones is reversed. John the Beloved sees Him (Jesus) first as the Jasper, and second as the Sardius.
The reason is clear. In the Old Testament the saints looked forward to the day when the Lamb
would come. They looked forward to the cross, and therefore saw the Sardius (the blood-red stone)
first. They looked beyond that and saw  the Jasper, the clear white stone representing His power
and His rule at His second coming to set up the Kingdom. However, when John had the experience
we are now studying, he was on THIS [our side] of Calvary and the Rapture and was looking back.
John saw, first of all, the Jasper stone – the clear one – and then the red stone, the cross and the
sacrifice.”

and there was a rainbow round about the throne, - Very interesting wording here. It thought it
interesting  that  here  we  are  covering  this  verse  in  Revelation  on  First  Day of  the  week  (not
weekend)  after  the  henious  unconstitutional  ruling  from  the  united  States  Supreme  Court
concerning the legalization of Sodomite Marriage. 

While interjecting this current events topic here, I want you to know that the rainbow has seven
colors (did your teacher ever teach you ROY G. BIV?). The Sodomite pride rainbow flag only has
six (when first created it had 8 stripes, and then in 1979 turquoise and indigo (the latter from the
actual rainbow) was removed). Indigo, which had been removed, ensured that the Sodomite flag
would not truly correspond to the rainbow. In traditional Hebrew, indigo, stands for "a covering"
and "atonement." The Sodomites said that to them Indigo meant peace and harmony. Recall that the
natural rainbow has 7 colours and that Biblically, 7 is the number of completion – perfection. The
Sodomite Ranibow flag has 6 colours then and 6 Biblically is the number of man - incomplete and
wanting it his way. 

Very interesting thoughts then: with the elimination of Indigo, the sodomite rainbow isn't natural,
again showing that their movement isn't natural, and then we also observe that their 6 colors lack
completion, as man and wife are one, they cannot be complete into their Pseudo-marriage. They
lack a covering or protection from God and since they have rejected God (per Romans 1:21 & 28)
they have not partaken of the atonement and peace which is found in Jesus Christ alone. We finally
note there is no harmony in the movement. They lack harmony in nature, they are not harmonious
torwards Christianity or the Bible in fact they have been antagonistic or quiet violent towards us
for years.

If these people “just wanted” freedom they had it. Consider their violent mindset against freedom:
No you couldn't marry in NC, but you could go to ANOTHER STATE which allowed it. But now
THEY have sued to take away the Rights of the States. So now there are no “bans” from the States.
When they  went to a Christian-owned bakery and were rejected on a wedding cake, instead of
merely going to ANOTHER business, they sued the Christian business and in turn had them SHUT
DOWN. This is NOT about freedom. This is about the REMOVAL of CHRISTIANITY in this
nation. So, a Court gave them their right. They fail to understand that the basic premise in our
Declaration of Independence is that our RIGHTS do NOT come from Man or a Government, they
come from God. That is in line with the Bible and hence they can be married in the sight of man,
but never in the sight of God for He views their actions as abonimable and illegal.

Now let's move from this topic and look again at the Biblical Rainbow. We know that rainbows are
seen after storms. Hence we must have clouds to have rain. Prior to the flood in Genesis, there had
never been any rain (Genesis 2:2). Thus with the flood abated, God placed the  bow (or rainbow) in



the clouds as a token or sign that He would not destroy the world by a flood of water anymore
(Genesis 9:12-16). 

I want you to take notice of this rainbow. The text says it is “round” the throne. The Greek word
there for “round about” is KUKLOTHEN (G2943) which literally means “a circle around a place.”
But you never would have known that from your English text would you? HAHA! See? You didn't
miss  a  thing  because  your  King  James  Bible  IS  THE  PRESERVED  WORD  OF  GOD  IN
ENGLISH. Now, the text says this Rainbow is a CIRCLE. You and I are used to seeing “half-
circles” or arcs (that's with a “C”) aren't we. You remember growing up the old notion of finding
the pot o' gold at the END of the rainbow – or is it you never ate Lucky Charms? Now John sees
this rainbow as a circle. So what you say. 

Well note this from earthsky.org: “If you could get up high enough, you’d see that some rainbows
continue below the horizon seen from closer to sea-level. Mountain climbers sometimes see more
of a full-circle rainbow, though even a high mountain isn’t high enough to show you the whole
circle. Pilots do sometimes report seeing genuine full-circle rainbows. They’d be tough to see out
the small windows we passengers look through, but pilots have a much better view from up front.
By the way, we searched for images of full-circle rainbows. But most of the ones we found weren’t
really rainbows. They were either halos around the sun – or airplane glories. Bottom line: Can you
ever see a full-circle rainbow in the sky? Yes, but they’re most often seen by pilots, who have a
good view of the sky from the wide front windows of a plane.”

Circular Rainbows then are a rare sight seen by pilots from a plane. Man didn't learn how to fly
planes until Wilbur and Orville Wright flew Flyer I on December 17, 1903. Yet John in 96AD
reports seeing something that should have been physically impossible to see or know anything
about (theoretically) until some One-thousand-eight-hundred-seven years later.......tell me the Book
of Revelation isn't real! That's COOL!  

On a closing note for this point,  understand that a round rainbow was unknown in the ancient
world. As such, remember that the Alexandrian School of Theology (which largely produced the
corrupted Greek NT manuscripts) in Egypt in the 2nd and 3rd centuries were like the Saducees. They
did not believe in miracles and sought to interpret Scripture symbolically and allegorically. Well,
since they viewed this round rainbow unfavourably, they changed the word rainbow to priests in
their corrupted Grek Text. So your Bible better read rainbow there because that's what it was! 

in sight like unto an emerald. - Now here's something else to blow our minds. John is in the 3rd

Heaven. He sees a round rainbow, something that could not be seen by man on earth until some
1,807 laters  when man began to fly.  Now John sees something else  rather  strange.  He sees a
RAINBOW, yet he says it looks like the colour emerald. Now the thing that blows my mind here is
that John knows what he sees is a rainbow (7 colours) yet he says it looks like the colour emerald
AT THE SAME TIME. To me, humanly speaking he should not have seen the 7 colours only the
emerald colour. Thus this shows us something interesting that our perception of colour – in Heaven
– will be different than it is now. 


